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With the noticeable evolution of economic entities, and the emergence of local 
and international organizations disseminated in different parts of Palestine, it is a 
prerequisite to secure these bodies with good service provision in the area of office 
furniture that would costume the nature of services rendered. More than twenty 
years of solid experience in this vivid sector in the local market, we were fully 
content that such sector lacks innovation and creativity, in terms of designs, and 
the raw materials used on one hand, and the absence of those systems adopted 
globally on the other hand. In other words, no consideration is being endorsed to 
address the place identity, and goals of the addressed entity, be it economic, or 
NGOو or any other type of local institutions based in the Palestinian territories. 
Based on the above, Smart Office was founded in 2014, to form as a tangible 
transformation in this sector. The company was able to fill this gap within a very 
short period of operation in this field, through providing swift and comprehensive 
solutions that address the needs of sizable projects launched in the area. An ideal 
investment of available spaces, and the high quality products of Smart Office were 
considered, of which proved to be compatible to those of European brands, in 
terms of designs, quality and fabrics Mission of Smart Office is not limited to 
general commercial concept, it is beyond that to contribute in strengthening the 
Palestinian identity, as part of its national responsibility. To achieve such notion, the 
company has launched a product line of elite office chairs, of which holding names 
of Palestinian cities whether those in historic Palestine, or cities and towns based 
in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Plans are endless, and aspirations are unlimited. 
Our future plan may lead us to a comprehensive industrial workshop, to enable us 
produce all clusters of office furniture including desks, meeting tables, chairs, 
ready-made partitions (fixed and portable), in addition to office and house blinds in 
one stop shop factory. 

Director's Statement

Anan Fahmi Al-Taher
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About us
Smart Office for Office Furniture was founded in 2014 as a private shareholding 
company, specialized in supply and installation of different types of office furniture. 
Despite the fact that the company has been founded since less than a decade, it has 
achieved a tangible record in this field, and was able to build bridges of confidence 
versus different private sector companies, and local investment entities around 
Palestine. This is due to the institutional values that the company was keen to 
maintain, of which constitutes as important factors for its existing presence in the local 
market. On the other hand, the high quality of its products as well as the competitive 
prices represent an added value to the company, through which enabled the 
company to win significant projects referred to the most sizable investment firms in 
different parts of Palestine. The company has achieved a unique distinction in its 
products, being assembled locally by high professional technicians and expertise, 
while the relevant products’ components and raw materials are being imported from 
reputable international European firms. Thus, Smart Office products proved to be 
compatible to those of international products, in terms of quality, specifications and 
modern designs. While Smart Office emphasizes the significance of promoting the 
local products, the company was honored to build a network of business and 
cooperative relations with its local clients, an important factor behind its successful, 
durable, and sustainable existence. 
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Values

Credibility: Keeping in continuous 
connections with our clients, even 
beyond service provision. Maintaining 
high confidence and respect by our 
clients. Reaching deadlines in work 
execution and delivery. No compromise 
when it comes to quality. Credibility is 
sensitive to us, and the secret behind our 
success. 

Innovation: We seek to win the most 
strategic projects, overcome challenges, 
keep up with new concepts, ideas, 
outstanding designs, cope with new 
development in business sector, 
consider all details, provide innovative 
products to achieve our clients’ 
satisfaction, add new value to our 
company. 

Commitment: We do what we say, 
committed to our promises, respect our 
agreements, consider our clients’ goals, 
leave a valued impact among our clients. 

Mission . Vision . Values

Our Mission

To win our clients’ utmost satisfaction, 
through provision of creative 
innovative solutions, in terms of the 
ideal use of spaces, the high quality of 
services, and the space elegancy, that 
would contribute in securing an 
inspiration of work environment to 
increase production. 

Our Vision

Smart Office is the address for quality, 
a destination for ambient work 
environment, and a place for 
durability. 
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Office Chairs

A Product line for producing office 
chairs for different uses, with variety of 
colors and designs. Assembling 
process is being made by local 
professional expertise, with imported 
raw materials and components. This 
product line is compatible to those of 
Europoean similar products. 
Production of chairs and waiting seats 
for high officials’ rooms, waiting halls, 
and meeting areas, using the best 
quality of international fabrics, with 
variety of models, designs, modern 
colors simulating high tastes and 
beauty. 

Office Furniture

A Product line for producing wood desks, 
with Chrome or metal structure for 
different uses. Production of meeting 
tables in different attractive designs and 
dimensions as per clients’ requirements, 
and in line with the available spaces.  
While Smart Office emphasizes the 
significance of promoting the local 
products, the company was honored to 
build a network of business and 
cooperative relations with its local clients, 
an important factor behind its successful, 
durable, and sustainable existence. 

Accessories

Provision of electronic networks and 
cabling system, to maintain good 
looking environment. Provision to all 
office accessories needed for 
business sector. 

Wall Partitions

Supply of glass or wood partitions in 
different dimensions, to make the best use 
of spaces, to enable creating a flexible and 
comfortable work environment.

Our Work
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Meet Our Team

Raja Taher
Co-Partner

MARCOM Manager

Husein Saleh
Accountant

Anan Al-Taher
Owner

Executive Director

Hazem Siddeh
Co-Partner

Projects' Manager

Alaa Alhasan
Design Engineer

Qais Aghbar
Office Assisstant

Kamal Akel
Financial Manager
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Arab Bank
Ramallah

The National Bank
Ramallah

Cairo Amman Bank
Ramallah

Palestinian Islamic Bank
Ramallah

Palestinian
Ministries

Ramallah - Palestine

Palestine
Investment Bank
Nablus & Tulkarm

Palestine Cellular
Telecommunications Co.

Hebron Showroom

Jordan
Ahli Bank

Ramallah - Palestine

Japan Int'l
Cooperation Agency

Ramallah

Association of Banks
in Palestine

Ramallah

Reach Holding
Company

Hebron Showroom

Jerusalem District
Electricity Company

Ramallah & Bethlehem

Our Clients
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info@smartoffice.ps | www.smartoffice.ps
Tel. +972 2 2424 747 | Fax +972 2 2424 748 

Astoria Commercial Center | Al-Raihan Conjunction | Ramallah - Palestine


